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0. Introduction. Let Kn denote the «-dimensional torus. Let 7 be an affine

transformation of Kn onto Kn and S an affine transformation of Km onto Km for

which there exists a continuous map h of Kn onto Km satisfying hT= Sh. R. L.

Adler and R. Palais have proved that, in the special cases when m = n and 7 and S

are ergodic automorphisms of Kn, all homeomorphism g of Kn, satisfying gT= Sg,

are affine transformations [1]. The main purpose of this paper is to obtain

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a nonaffine continuous

map g of Kn onto Km such that gT=Sg. (Theorem 2, §4). The conditions obtained

are unchanged under the requirements that m = n and 7, S, h and g be invertible

transformations of Kn.

We obtain the above-mentioned result of Adler and Palais as a corollary of

Theorem 2. We also prove that two automorphisms 7 and S of Kn must be ergodic

if all homeomorphisms g of Kn such that gT=Sg are affine transformations. (We

require, of course, that there exist homeomorphisms g such that gT= Sg.) Another

corollary of Theorem 2 concerns affine transformations with quasi-discrete

spectrum. A. H. M. Hoare and W. Parry have shown that every minimal affine

transformation of a compact, connected, metric, abelian group X has quasi-

discrete spectrum, and that if 7 and S are minimal affine transformations of X then

all homeomorphisms g of X, such that gT=Sg, are affine [5], [6]. Our corollary is

restricted to toroidal groups but extends Hoare and Parry's result in this case.

Theorem 2 is also used to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a

strong-mixing affine transformation of Kn to have a continuous pth root (Theorem

3, §5). In Theorem 1 a necessary and sufficient condition for an affine transforma-

tion of a compact, connected, metric, abelian group to be ergodic is given.

I should like to express my gratitude to Dr. W. Parry for supervising this work

and also to Dr. D. E. Cohen and Dr. A. H. M. Hoare for supplying useful

examples. My thanks are also due to the referee for some helpful suggestions.

1. Preliminaries. If X is a compact, connected, metric, abelian group (with

additive notation) then X will denote its discrete, torsion free, countable character

group (with multiplicative notation) [7].

Let X and Y be compact, connected, metric, abelian groups. A homomorphism

of X onto F is a continuous mapping of X onto Y which is an abstract group
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homomorphism. A homomorphism of X onto itself is called an endomorphism of

X, and a one-to-one endomorphism is called an automorphism. An affine trans-

formation of X onto F is a transformation of the form T(x) = a + A(x), xe X,

where a e Fand A is a homomorphism of Xonto Y. Clearly every homomorphism

is an affine transformation. An affine transformation is a continuous, Haar

measure-preserving transformation.

An endomorphism A of X onto X induces a one-to-one dual endomorphsim,

which we also denote by A, of X into X defined by (Ay)(x)=y(Ax), ye X, xe X.

A. H. M. Hoare and W. Parry have shown that an affine transformation T=a + A

of X onto X is ergodic if and only if ye A'', Any = y, for some «>0 =- Ay = y, and

[a, (A-I)X] = X, where [a, (A-I)X] denotes the smallest closed subgroup of X

containing a and (A-I)X [4]. (See also [2].) For the special case of an endo-

morphism (i.e. a = 0) these conditions reduce to the well-known condition of P. R.

Halmos, namely, A is ergodic if and only if y e X, Any = y, for some « > 0 => y = 1

[3]. Halmos' condition is also true when Zis not connected. If 7= a 4-^4 is ergodic

then 7" is ergodic for every positive integer « i.e. 7 is totally ergodic. It can be

shown easily from the above ergodicity conditions that T=a + A is strong-mixing

if and only if A is ergodic. F. J. Hahn has proved this result for groups which are

not necessarily connected [2]. In particular we have another well-known result of

Halmos, that an endomorphism of X is strong-mixing if and only if it is ergodic.

The Hubert space consisting of all measurable square-integrable complex-

valued functions of X, will be denoted by L2(X). The elements of X form a basis

for L2(X). Rn will denote «-dimensional real Euclidean space and I the identity

operator on Rn, i.e. T(x) = x for all x e Rn. Rn will be thought of as a subset of

«-dimensional complex space C". If 7 is a linear transformation of T?n onto Rm we

can define a linear transformation, which we also denote by 7, of C" onto Cm by

7(x + iy)= Lx + iLy, x, y e Rn. If P(x) = (px(x),...,pm(x)) is a transformation of

T?n into Rm then kP(x), ke R will denote the transformation defined by kP(x)

= (kpx(x),..., kpm(x)). ât(p) and J(p) will denote the real and imaginary parts of the

complex number p and if 7(x) = (px(x),...,pm(x)) is a transformation of Rn into

Cm then MP(x) and JP(x) will denote the transformations of Rn into Rm defined

by 0tP(x) = (0tpx(x),.. .,@pm(x)) and JP(x) = (Jpx(x),. ..,Jpm(x)) respectively.

2. The lifting procedure. In this section we describe a method of "lifting" a

continuous map of Kn into Km to a continuous map of Rn into Rm which can be

uniquely written as the sum of a constant map, a linear map, and a map which is

periodic over the subset Z" of T?" consisting of points with integer coordinates.

This technique is employed in the proof of Theorem 2. The account given here is

modelled on that in [1].

Rn is the universal covering group of Kn [7, p. 232]. We have Tv" = T?"/Z". Let

irn: T?"-^Tv" be the universal covering map defined by 7rn(x)=x+Z". trn is an

open, continuous homomorphism of T?" onto Kn [7].

Suppose g : Kn -> Km is a continuous map. There is a unique point c=(cx,..., cm)
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e Rm with O í£ Cx < 1, i = 1, 2,..., m, such that nm(c)=g(0) and a unique continuous

map F: Rn -> Rm with 7(0) = c such that TrmF=g-nn (i.e. F is obtained by lifting g).

If H(x) = F(x)-c, xeRn, then HZn<=-Zm and 77|z«, being a homomorphism of

Zn into Zm, extends uniquely to a linear map L of Rn into 7?m. Put P(x) = F(x)

-L(x) -c,xe Rn. Then P(0) = 0 and P(x+v) =P(x), xeRn,veZn. The last relation

holds because the continuous map P(x + v)—P(x), for a fixed veZn, maps the

connected space 7?n into the discrete set Zm.

Therefore to every continuous map g: Kn -> Km we have assigned a continuous

map F:Rn-+Rm and F(x)=L(x)+P(x) + c, where c = (cx,..., cm) e Rm0^c¡< 1,

i= 1,..., m, L is linear, LZn<^Zm, and P is a continuous map satisfying P(0)=0

and P(x+v) =P(x), x e Rn, v e Z". Moreover, this decomposition is easily seen to be

unique. L is called the linear part, P the periodic part and c the constant part of the

lifting F, and we write Fg(x)=Lg(x) + Pg(x) + cg to show that Fg is the lifting of g.

If g:Kn-+Km and h:Km^Kr are continuous, we have Fhg(x)=FhFg(x) + v,

x e Rn, where v is some fixed element of Zr. By the uniqueness of the decomposition

of a lifting we have

(1) Lhg(x) = LhLg(x),

(2) Phg(x) = LhPg(x)+Ph(Lg(x)+Pg(x) + cg)-Ph(cg),

(3) chg=Lh(cg) + Ph(cg) + ch + v.

A is a homomorphism of Kn onto Km if and only if the lifting of A is a linear

transformation of 7?" onto Rm. In this case the lifting of A will also be denoted by

A. An endomorphism A of Kn onto Kn is an automorphism if and only if the

lifted transformation A is an in vertible linear transformation of Rn such that

AZn=Zn. An endomorphism A of Kn is ergodic if and only if the lifted trans-

formation A has no roots of unity as eigenvalues. In fact if there exists y e Kn,

y^ 1, such that Apy = y then the lifted transformation A has a pth root of unity

as an eigenvalue and conversely [3, p. 55].

7 is an affine transformation of Kn onto Km if and only if the lifting of 7 is the

sum of a constant transformation and a linear transformation of Rn onto Rm. If

7= a + A then the lifting of 7 will also be denoted by a + A. An affine transformation

T=a + A of Kn onto Kn is one-to-one if and only if the lifted transformation A is an

invertible linear transformation of Rn such that AZn=Zn. From the ergodicity

conditions stated in §1 we see that the affine transformation 7= a + A of Kn onto

Kn is ergodic if and only if [a, (A-I)Kn] = Kn, and the lifted transformation A

has no roots of unity as eigenvalues except possibly A = 1.

3. Ergodicity for affine transformations. It is well known that if a measure space

X is a topological space with a countable base, such that every nonempty open set

has positive measure, and if 7 is an ergodic measure-preserving transformation on

X, then for almost every xe X the orbit of x (i.e. the set {Tnx | n = 0, 1, 2,...}) is

dense in X [3, p. 26]. We show below that for affine transformations on compact,

connected, metric, abelian, groups the existence of a dense orbit is also sufficient

for ergodicity.
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Theorem 1. If X is a compact, connected, metric, abelian group and 7= a + A an

affine transformation of X, then T is ergodic if and only if there exists a point x0 e X

such that the set {7"x0 | »=1,2,...} is dense in X.

Proof. Suppose that 7 is ergodic. Let {£/„} be a countable basis for the open sets

of X. The set of points Et whose orbits do not meet a particular ¡7, is measurable,

and since m(Ul)>0 and 7 is ergodic we have m(Et)=0. Hence the complement of

Ui" i Ei,tne set °f points with dense orbits, has measure one.

Conversely suppose that for some x0 e A'the set {7"x0 | «=0, 1,...} is dense in

X. We shall show that the ergodicity conditions stated in §1 are satisfied. If

[a, (A-I)X]¥=X, there exists y e X, y^l such that y(a)=l and y(A-I)X=l.

Then y(T"x0)=y(x0) for all «^0 and hence y= 1 ; a contradiction.

Suppose Amy=y for some m>l, y e X. If yx(x)=y(A-T)(x), then yxe X and

y1(7mx)=y1(x) for all xe X. Hence yx assumes only the values yi(x0), yi(7x0),...,

y1(Tm~1x0) on the dense set {7"x0 | «=0, 1,...}. Therefore yx assumes only

these values on X and since X is connected we have yx = 1, i.e. Ay=y. This com-

pletes the proof.

Corollary. A minimal affine transformation of a compact, connected, metric,

abelian group is ergodic.

Proof. A homeomorphism of a compact Hausdorff space X is defined to be

minimal if for each point x e X the set {7"x | « = 0, 1, 2,...} is dense in X. The

corollary follows from Theorem 1.

4. Topological conjugacy for affine transformations. In this section we prove

Theorem 2, the main result of the paper. First we prove two lemmas that are needed

for the proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 1. If L is a linear transformation of Rn onto Rm (mSn) and P is a con-

tinuous map of Rn onto a compact subset of Rm then L+P maps Rn onto Rm.

Proof. By considering the rank of 7 and using the fact that 7 maps Rn onto T?m

we can reduce the proof to the case m = n where 7 is inverti ble. It suffices to show

that 1+ Q maps Rn onto T?" where Q=L'1P maps Tí" onto a compact subset of T?n.

We have to show that for every y e Rn there exists x e Rn such that x + Q(x) =y, i.e.

the compact map y-Q(-) has a fixed point and this follows from the Brouwer

fixed point theorem by considering a closed sphere containing the range of y — Q().

Lemma 2. Let L be an invertible linear transformation of Rn and P: Rn -*■ T?" a

continuous transformation which satisfies a Lipschitz condition of the form

\\P(x)-P(y)\\ S M\\x-y\\

for x, ye Rn, where M is a constant and || • || denotes the ordinary euclidean norm.

Then there exists a real number e>0 such that L+eP maps Rn in a one-to-one

manner into itself.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case when 7=T, the identity linear trans-

formation of Rn. Choose e>0 such that eM< 1. Then x+eP(x)=y + eP(y) implies
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||je—y\\ =e\\Px—Py\\ fíeM\\x—y\\ which implies that x=y. Hence I+eP is one-

to-one.

In §2 we saw that the endomorphisms of Kn onto Kn are in one-to-one corre-

spondence with the invertible linear transformations of Rn which preserve Zn.

Therefore if a fixed basis is chosen in Kn the endomorphisms of Kn onto Kn are

in one-to-one correspondence with the invertible n x n matrices with integer entries.

If A is an endomorphism of Kn let [A] denote the corresponding matrix. If

[A] = [an | i,j= I, 2,..., n] then the endomorphism A is given by

A((xx,. ..,xn)+Zn) = Í ( 2 a«x* 2 awxJ> ■■■'% a*ixn +z j-

The lifted transformation A is given by

In n n \

a(xx, ..., xn) = ( 2 auxi, 2 avxi' • • • > 2 a*ix¡)'   fo» • • • - xn)e Rn-
V = l 1 = 1 i = l /

Therefore the eigenvalues of the linear transformation A of Rn are the eigenvalues

of the matrix [A].

Theorem 2. Let T=a + A be an affine transformation ofK" onto K" and S=b + B

an affine transformation of Km onto Km. Suppose there exists a continuous map h of

Kn onto Km such that hT=Sh. Then there exists a nonaffine, continuous map g of Kn

onto Km such that gT=Sg if and only if there exists y e Kn, y^l, andan eigenvalue A

of the lifted transformation B such that |A| = 1, Apy = y for some integer pä 1, and

for all such p,y(a + A(a)-\-+ Ap ~ 1(aj) = X".

In the cases when m = n, and 7, S, h are invertible transformations the above

conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a nonaffine homeomor-

phism g of Kn such that gT=Sg.

Proof. We first prove the necessity of the conditions. The idea of the proof is to

lift the problem to euclidean spaces and use eigenvalue theory in Cm to bring in

an eigenvalue A of the lifted transformation B. We then produce a nonconstant,

continuous, complex-valued function ¿/(z) of Kn such that c7(7z) = At7(z), and use the

fact that the elements of Kn form a basis for L\Kn) to obtain the required conditions.

Suppose g is a nonaffine, continuous map of Kn onto Km such that gT=Sg.

Let Fg(x)=L(x)+P(x) + c, xe Rn, be the decomposition of the lifting of g into

linear, periodic and constant parts. Since g is nonaffine, P^O and by equation (2)

P(a + A(x)) = P(a) + BP(x),       xeRn.

There exists an invertible linear transformation V: Cm-*■ Cm such that V~1BV

= DB is the Jordan normal form of the linear transformation B. If Q(x)= V~1P(x),

x £ Rn, applying V ~1 to the above equation gives

Q(a + A(x)) = Q(a) + DBQ(x)       x e Rn.

Q: Rn-+Cm is continuous, Q¿0, g(0)=0 and Q(x+v)=Q(x), xeRn, veZn.
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Let wx, w2,..., wm be the basis of Cm for which the linear transformation B has

Jordan normal form DB. Suppose Q(x)=JJLxfi(x)Wi, xe Rn, where the functions

/, are complex-valued. Ify0 is the smallest integer for which fQ ^0, then

fj0(a + A(x)) = fi0(a) + XfJ0(x)       x e Tv",

where À is the eigenvalue of the linear transformation B corresponding to the basis

element wJo. Since fio(x + v)=fJo(x), xeRn, veZn,fJ0 determines a continuous

map l:Kn->C such that 1^0, l(0) = 0 and l(Tz) = l(a) + Xl(z), zeKn. Hence

j l(z) dm = 1(a) + A J l(z) dm, where m denotes normalized Haar measure on Tv",

and c7(z) = l(z) — j l(z) dm is a continuous, nonconstant, complex-valued function

on Kn such that q(Tz) = Xq(z).

We have |A| = 1 because sup2Sif» |c7(7z)| = |A| supseK» \q(z)\. Since q(z)eL2(Kn),

c7(z) = 2¡ btyi(z) (72-convergence), where y, e Tv" and 2¡ |¿>¡|2<oo. Hence for every

natural number p,  2¡ biy¡(a + A(a)+-h A" ~ 1(a))yi(Avz) = A" 2, hy^z) (72-con-

vergence). If yi; Ayu A2yx,... are all distinct then bt = 0, for otherwise the condition

2 |èi|2<oo is violated. Therefore b¡^0 implies Avyi=yx for somera 1 and for all

such p, yt(a + A(a)+ ■ ■ ■ +Ap~1(a)) = Xp. Since q(z) is nonconstant there must be

some nontrivial character with this property, and hence the necessity of the con-

ditions is proved.

The fact that g maps Kn onto Km has not been used in the above reasoning.

We now prove the sufficiency of the conditions. Starting from the conditions and

the given map « of Tv" onto Km we shall construct a continuous map F of Tv" onto

Tvm which has a decomposition, F(x)=7(x)+7(x) + c, into linear, periodic and

constant parts satisfying 7^0 and

(4) LA(x) = BL(x),xeRn,

(5) P(a + A(x))=P(a) + BP(x), x e Tv",

(6) (B-I)(c)=L(a)+P(a)-b + v for some veZm.

Since we then have F(a+A(x)) = b + BF(x) + v, xeTv", F induces a nonaffine,

continuous map g of Kn onto Km such that gT= Sg.

We first construct the transformation P which we want to be periodic, not

identically zero, and to satisfy equation (5). Let y(z) denote the given element of

Kn and A the given eigenvalue of the linear transformation B. The method is to

construct from y(z) a nonconstant, continuous, complex-valued function q(z) of

Kn such that q(Tz) = Xq(z) and then to produce a continuous, complex-valued

function f(x) of Tí" such that/^0 and/(a + ^(x))=/(a) + A/(x). We then use the

Jordan normal form of the linear transformation Tito produce the transformation 7.

Suppose that p^l is the smallest positive integer such that Apy = y. Define

c7:Tv-"->Cby

i \       t \ , y(a)   i a ï , r(a + A(a))   ,
q(z) = y(z) + '— y(Az) + 'K   A2       y(A2z)+ • • •

,  y(a + A(a)+---+Ap-2(a))   t ....
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q is nonconstant, continuous and q(Tz) = \q(z), zeKn. If l(z)=q(z)-q(a)¡\ then

/^0, /(0) = 0 and l(Tz) = l(ä) + \l(z), z e Kn. l(z) determines a continuous function

f:Rn^C, defined by f(x) = l(x+Zn), such that f&0, f(0) = 0, f(x + v)=f(x),

xeRn,veZn, and f(a + A(x)) =f(a) + Xf(x), x e Rn.

As before, let wx,..., wm denote the basis of Cm for which the linear trans-

formation B has Jordan normal form DB= V~1BV. Suppose that z0 is the largest

integer such that the eigenvalue A corresponds to the basis element wio. Since

f(x)^0 either 3$[V(f(x)wio)]^0 or ^[V(f(x)w¡0)]^0. In the former case define

P(x) = @[V(f(x)wh)], xeRn, and otherwise define P(x) = J[V(f(x)wla)], xeRn.

P:Rn^Rm is continuous; P^O, P(0) = 0, and P(x + v)=P(x), x e Rn, veZn.

P satisfies equation (5) because

V(f(a + A(x))wi0) = V(f(a)WiQ) + V(\f(x)wia)

= V(f(a)wi0) + BV(f(x)wl0).

We have now constructed the periodic part P of F. It remains to construct the

linear part L and the constant part c. We may as well assume that the given map h

of Kn onto Km is affine since, in the contrary case there is nothing to prove. Let

Fh(x)=Lh(x) + ch,xe 7?", denote the lifting of h. Since hT= Sh, equations (1) and (3)

give LhA(x) = BLh(x), x e Rn, and (B—I)(ch)=Lh(a) — b+vx where vx is some element

of Zm. Put L=Lh. Equation (4) is then satisfied.

We shall now choose the constant part c of F. Suppose, without loss of generality,

that P is defined by taking real parts. Put c = ch+3%[V(f(a)/(\— l)wlo)] + v2, where

v2 eZm is chosen so that c=(cx,..., cm)e Rm satisfies 0:5c¡< 1, i=l,..., m. We

shall show that this choice of c satisfies equation (6).

(B-I)(c) = (B-I)(ch) + 3ê[(B-I)v(^wi0^+(B-I)(V2)

= LM)-b + vx+3t{v(DB-I)l^\ vvio)

= 7A(c7)-è + ^[i/(^/(c7)wi0)

+ (B-I)(v2)

+ vx + (B-I)(v2)

= Lh(a)-b+P(a) + v,       where v= vx + (B-I)(v2)eZm.

Hence c satisfies equation (6).

It remains to show that F=L+P+c maps Rn onto Rm. This follows from

Lemma 1 because Lh maps Rn onto Rm and the range of P is the image under P of

the closed unit «-cube. This completes the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions.

We remark that Lh(x) + eP(x) + ce is, for every real e > 0 and a suitable constant cs,

the lifting of a nonaffine continuous map gE of Kn onto Km such that gsT= Sge. In

fact

ce = ch +

will suffice for a suitable vE e Zm.

■HÉH1-
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We now consider the cases when m=n and 7, S and « are one-to-one trans-

formations of Tv". The proof of the necessity of the conditions is as above. To

prove sufficiency we have to construct a nonaffine homeomorphism g of Kn such

that gT=Sg. Since Lh is invertible and 7„Z"=Z" it will suffice to show that

7h(x) + eP(x) + c„, where P and ce are constructed as above, is a one-to-one trans-

formation for some real number e > 0. By Lemma 2 it will suffice to show that P

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of the form \\P(x)-P(y)\\ SM\\x-y\\for all x, y e Tv",

where M is some constant. But every character of Kn is of the form y(z)

= exp(2t7/ 2?= i kjZf) wherez = (zx,..., zn) eKn and (kx,.. .,k„)eZn, so that/(x)is a

finite linear combination of terms of the form cos 277(2f=i ^¡x,) and sin 277(2?= xPiXt)

where (kx,..., kn) eZ", (px,...,pn) eZ" and (xx,..., xn)e Rn. Hence the

coordinate functions of 7 are real linear combinations of terms cos 2t7(2?= i ^x,) and

sin 277(2f= i /?iXj) and so have bounded first-order partial derivatives. Therefore, by

the mean value theorem, P satisfies a Lipschitz condition of the required form.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. Let T, S and « be as in Theorem 2, with the additional assumption

that T is ergodic. Then there exists a nonaffine continuous map g of Kn onto Km

such that gT=Sg if and only if there exists y e Tv", y^ 1, and an eigenvalue X of the

lifted transformation B such that | A | = 1, Ap j= 1 for all p>0, Ay = y and y(a) = A.

IF«e« m = n and S, T, and « are invertible transformations the above conditions

are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a nonaffine homeomorphism g ofKn

such that gT= Sg.

Proof. We have to show that when 7 is ergodic the necessary and sufficient

conditions given in Theorem 2 reduce to those given in the corollary. The ergodicity

of 7 shows that Apy=y for some p ä 1 implies ^4y=y. From the proof of Theorem

2 we see that if A satisfies the condition given in Theorem 2 it is a proper value of

the totally ergodic measure-preserving transformation 7 (i.e. q(Tz) = Xq(z) for

some c7(z) e L2(Kn)) and so it cannot be a root of unity. Hence the corollary is

proved.

We remark that when m= 1, 2 or 3 the lifted transformation B cannot have an

eigenvalue of modulus one which is not a root of unity. Therefore, for these values

of m, all continuous maps of Kn onto Tvm, satisfying gT= Sg, are affine if 7 is

ergodic.

Corollary 2. Let 7 and S be as in Corollary 1. If T is strong-mixing then all

continuous maps g of Kn onto Km such that gT=Sg are affine.

Proof. If T=a + A is strong mixing then A is ergodic. Hence Ay=y implies y s 1

and the result follows by Corollary 1.

The following corollary extends the theorem of Adler and Palais, which was

mentioned in §0, and also provides a converse of their theorem.

Corollary 3. Let A andB be endomorphisms ofKn onto Kn for which there exists
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a continuous map « of Kn onto Kn satisfying h A = Bh. Then there exists a nonaffine

continuous mapfofKn onto Kn such that gA = Bg if and only if the endomorphisms

A and B are not ergodic. Also if A, B and « are invertible transformations there exists

a nonaffine homeomorphism g ofK" such that g A = Bg if and only if the automorphisms

A and B are not ergodic.

Proof. Suppose a nonaffine continuous map g of Kn satisfying gA = Bg exists.

By Theorem 2 there exists y e Kn, y?zH, and an eigenvalue A of the lifted trans-

formation B such that Apy = y and Xv = 1 for some p ^ 1. Therefore the endo-

morphisms A and B are not ergodic (see §2).

Conversely suppose that the endomorphisms A and TJ are not ergodic. Again

suppose that « is affine, because in the contrary case there is nothing to prove. The

linear part Lh of the lifting of « is an invertible linear transformation of T?" such

that LhA(x) = BLh(x), for all x e Tv". Therefore the linear transformations A and B

have the same eigenvalues. Since the endomorphisms A and 7J are not ergodic

there exists y e Kn, y&l, and an eigenvalue A of the linear transformation B such

that Apy = y for somep^ 1 and Ap= 1 for all such/? (see §2). The result now follows

from Theorem 2. The above proof is also valid for the case when all the trans-

formations are required to be invertible.

As pointed out in the paper [1] it would be interesting to know the answer to

the following question. If A and Ti are ergodic automorphisms of Tv", is every

invertible measure-preserving transformation </> of Kn, satisfying <f>A = Bcf>, an affine

transformation ? A simple example shows that this question has a negative answer

for noninvertible maps. In fact, the ergodic endomorphism Ax= — 4x (mod 1) of

the circle group onto itself has a nonaffine, measure-preserving square root.

The next corollary strengthens, in the case of toroidal groups, the result of Hoare

and Parry stated in §0.

Corollary 4. IfT=a + A is an ergodic affine transformation of Kn onto Kn and

S=b + B is an ergodic affine transformation of Km onto Km having quasi-discrete

spectrum, then all continuous maps g of Kn onto Km such that gT= Sg are affine

transformations.

Proof. Since S has quasi-discrete spectrum H?=o (Ti-T)pTv"m={0} [5]. If C„ is

the annihilator subgroup of (B-I)pKm then, since the sequence {C„} is an in-

creasing sequence of subgroups of the finitely generated abelian group Tvm, we have

CP = CP + X for some/?, i.e. (B-I)pKm = (B-I)p + 1Km. Hence (B-I)pKm={0} i.e.

Ti-T is nilpotent. Hence all eigenvalues of the lifted transformation B are equal

to 1 [2]. The result then follows from Corollary 1.

We end this section by giving an example of an ergodic affine transformation

T=a + A of Tí"5 which commutes with a nonaffine homeomorphism of K5.

Let 7((xj, x2, x3, x4, xb)+Z5) = (a + xx, -x5, x2 + 8x5, x3-6x5, x4 + 8x5)+Z5

where the real number a will be determined below. The lifting FT of 7 is given by

FT(xl9 x2, x3, xi} x5) = (a, 0, 0, 0, 0) + (x1; -x5, x2 + 8x5, x3-6x5, x4 + 8x5),
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where

X = (Xx, X2, X3, Xi, X5) E K .

The eigenvalues of the linear part of FT are the eigenvalues of the matrix

"10       0       0       0"

0       0       0       0-1

0       10       0       8

0       0       10-6

.00018,

There are three eigenvalues of unit modulus : A1; A2 = 2 - \/3 ± i(4\/3 - 6)1'2, A3 = 1.

Aj and A2 are not roots of unity. To see this we note that the equation A4 - 8A3 + 6A2

— 8A+1=0, which is irreducible over the rationals, has roots Xx, A2 and two real

roots not of unit modulus. Hence A4 — 8 A3 + 6A2 — 8A +1 is not a factor of A" -1 for

any n. Hence Xx = exp (27^0!) where 0 < 0X < 1 and 0X is irrational. Put a = 0X in the

definition of 7. 7 is ergodic because [a, (A-I)K5] = K5 and the lifted transforma-

tion A has no roots of unity as eigenvalues besides A=l.

Let y be the element of K5 defined by y((xx, x2, x3, x4, x5)+Z5)=exp (2mxx).

Then Ay=y and y(a) = Xx. Therefore, by Corollary 1, there is a nonaffine

homeomorphism of KB which commutes with 7.

5. Roots of affine transformations of tori. As pointed out in §4 every endo-

morphism A of Kn onto Kn is of the form

A((xx,..., xn)+Zn) = [[% auxi, 2 avxf> ■ ■ •' 2 a*ixi) +zy

where [.<4] = [ay | i,j=l,.. .,n] is an invertible nxn matrix with integer entries.

Theorem 3. The strong-mixing affine transformation 7=a + A of Kn onto Kn has a

continuous pth root if and only if there exists an invertible nxn matrix with integer

entries whose pth power is the matrix [A]. All continuous pth roots of 7 are affine

transformations.

Proof. 7 strong-mixing => A ergodic => (A-I)Kn = Kn. If (A-I)b=a then the

transformation </>(z)=b+z, z e Kn, is a homeomorphism of Kn such that <j>T=A</>.

Therefore 7 has a continuous pth root if and only if A has a continuous pth root.

Suppose that S is a continuous pth root of A, i.e. SP=A. Since SA = AS,

Corollary 2 implies that S(z) = d+ D(z), z e Kn, where de Kn and D is an endo-

morphism of Kn onto Kn. Hence 7Jp(z) = A(z) and [D] is the required matrix.

Conversely, if [.B]p=[v4], where [B] is an invertible matrix with integer entries,

then B" = A where B is the endomorphism of Kn corresponding to [B].

The last assertion of Theorem 3 follows from Corollary 2.
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